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Planting the seeds along the road to geography education in Canada 

In their position papers, Peggy Marsh proposes a Canadian ‘roadmap’ for geographic education 

while James Boxall singles out the Association of American Geographers (AAG) as an example 

to follow. My reflection here is informed by recent thinking about my involvement in research, 

educational materials development, and outreach activities at AAG. Three broad categories 

frame the outline of this position paper. 

 

What can Canada learn from AAG endeavours? 

Projects build on past work and require money. The grant development process requires staff 

to ground the proposal in past AAG work/knowledge and to identify activities that are relevant 

beyond geography. Although the source may be finite, the initial money serves to propel the 

project forward, after which point the momentum may be sustained by additional funding or 

internal resources. A number of large scale projects in which I have been involved were funded 

by the National Science Foundation (the US equivalent of NSERC/SSHRC) and the State 

Department (the US equivalent of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs). 

AAG has a long history of collaboration with organizations that have parallel educational 

goals. For example, the “Road Map for 21
st
 Century Geography Education Project” was a 

product of joint partnership between key US geography organizations (National Geographic 

Society, Association of American Geographers, National Council for Geographic Education, and 

American Geographical Society). This partnership is an example of large-scale collaborative 

work, as called for in Jean Andrey’s position paper. 

AAG appeals to US geographers as well as international academics. Networks are 

developed and nurtured through research relations (e.g., Center for Global Geography Education 

led by Dr. Michael Solem), education and outreach (e.g., My Community Our Earth Global 

Connection & Exchange led by Dr. Patricia Solís), as well as a membership program to enable 

access, at a reduced fee, to our colleagues from developing countries (e.g., Developing Regions 

Program). 

 

What have been some best practices and notable challenges? 

The diversity of skills and interests of staff ensure that AAG is constantly thinking beyond its 

immediate circles. Currently, there are six AAG researchers with a Ph.D., each with different 

work experiences in the public, government, and/or private sectors. This unique combination 

enables AAG to apply for grants and generate new knowledge that becomes the foundation of 

future research/grants. The range of AAG projects is broad and includes educational research and 

outreach, diversity workshops, international geospatial technology training, interdisciplinary 

research between geography and related fields (e.g. GIS and health), etc.  

AAG provides services to its membership that include student support (e.g., student 

paper prizes, conference stipends), NSF funded travel stipends to International Geographical 

Union conference (an example that external funding provides long-term benefits and 

opportunities to members), online educational materials, and outreach to college and university 

(e.g., Visiting Geographical Scientist Program, which I lead). In the last few years, the Jobs & 

Careers resources and workshops (led by Drs. Joy Adams and Jean McKendry), materials 

posted online as well as planned events at the AAG annual meeting, have received positive 

feedback from students and job seekers alike.  

AAG has strong platforms for member engagement where they are active in their own 

expertise (e.g., the Specialty Groups) making for a very interactive society. 
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AAG is confronted with challenges; some are economic, while others are perceptual in 

nature. Like other institutions, budget cuts at colleges and universities have impact on the 

recruitment of new members as well as conference attendance. Although the number of research 

staff has grown in the past few years and AAG has competed successfully for national grants, 

there may be a perception that we are not recognized as researchers in our own right. 

 

What more can we do to promote geography education?  

Each AAG project that I have been involved with includes some form of outreach. From these 

observations as well as from my education-related volunteer work in Washington, DC, I see 

outreach as a potential catalyst to the dissemination of geography in Canada. Below are some 

potential ideas where partnerships may be explored. 

 

Schools/Universities (formal education): This outreach can be multidirectional, beginning by 

making educational resources highly visible on the CAG/CCGE/RGS website or providing 

demonstrations of best teaching practices (recorded and then posted on the website for later 

viewing; such examples can be found at http://www.aag.org/education). 

 

Museums/libraries (informal education): Museums and libraries are examples of a partner that 

CAG or a university can engage with for collaborative outreach. For example, Redpath Museum 

is both a public outreach centre and an academic unit of McGill University. It would be 

worthwhile to explore whether something similar could be piloted specifically for geography and 

seek to expand it, bringing geography into the science elements of an established program. 

 

Networking with business, government, and non-profit organizations: Bob Sharpe’s paper 

outlines the high impact educational practices that Canadian universities are increasingly 

incorporating to their curriculum. I see these as perfect alignments to the current student 

movement calling for more practical learning experiences beyond the classroom for career 

preparation, such as internships. This is an outreach opportunity to identify work environments 

that are beyond those usually targeted by the geography community. The list of 100,000 

Canadian geography alumni noted by Jean Andrey might be a valuable source whereby this 

networking endeavour can begin and, eventually, expanded. 

 

Resources from the community: Local professionals and faculty can act as resources, either as 

presenters, to respond to geography-related enquiries from the community, or other engagements. 

An example of drawing professional experience from the community is an AAG career resource 

called “Ask a geographer” where geography experts answer questions related to careers, 

professional development, and educational preparation (www.aag.org/ask_a_geographer).  

This paper is a broad summary of partnerships implemented by AAG to harness 

community expertise and financial funds to support geography education efforts. I hope these 

illustrations serve as seeds that will take root in forthcoming discussions and potentially blossom 

in the field of geography education in Canada.  
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